
Day 5
Day 5 – 10 Oct – Movie Town

Wake up at 06:00, Bags and breakfast 06:30 and departure for Marrakech at 07:30

In the early morning the skies were clear, the stars absolutely chiselled and the birds noisy.

I had my first omelette of the trip and my first cappuccino.

We stopped almost immediately to visit “the wall” – ATM.

We were going to attack the High Atlas range, which extends 750 kms, and has 406 peaks over 

10,000 feet. The highest pass today would be about 7,400 feet.

At 07:50 we passed the Atlas Corp Studio with a fascade that looked like ancient Egypt. Shortly 

thereafter, we were in front of the CLA studios. There are a total of three studios and it is the major 

industry. This is Moroccan Hollywood where there is an annual movie festival.

We left the main road and took a very rough one lane strip of tarmac. The women were putting out 

their buckets of milk from their morning milking. The buckets were placed in the shade and a truck 

from the co-op would pick them up.

We stopped at a high point where we could look across the valley to a movie set that replicated a 

village.

Back on the coach, the guide told us that the King had asked Moroccans who had gone to Europe 

looking for work to come home now that Europe is in a slump.

There was a long discourse on the status of women in Morocco and a lot of material on Islamic law 

regarding marriage, divorce, remarriage, children, inheritance etc. The bottom line was that God’s 

Law could not be questioned.

The countryside was stunning.

At 09:15 we had a Happy Stop in a very isolated truck stop. The road we were driving on was built 

under the French Protectorate between 1929 and 1935 using forced Berber labour.
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We passed into walnut and apple tree country.

At 10:05 we stopped at the Argan Oil Women’s Co-op. There they spilt the nuts by hand, grind it into

a paste and capture the oil. The paste is moulded into patties. We tasted the pure oil, a mixture that 

tasted like peanut butter and one that was a blend of Argan oil and honey. All were delicious. The 

women tested the Argan oil on their hair and skin. Sakes were brisk. Outside, I got a great shot of a 

white mule running away from its owner at full gallop.

At 11:00 we rolled over the Col de Tichla Pass at 7,290 feet according to my GPS. Then we navigated 

the descent of 24 hairpin switchbacks through some very spectacular country.

We stopped to allow a large flock of black and white sheep cross the road. Given the size of the

flock, the man was pronounced to be very rich.

At 11:15 we stopped to let the rock hounds pick up samples of quartz and feldspar. Shortly, thereafter

we pulled into a “trinkets and trash” lay by to take photos of the panorama.

At the bottom of this segment we saw Berber settlements, pine reforestation and even aspen. Then 

we started back up from a base of 4,500 feet. The road had a guard rail now and then, but mostly it 

would have been a dive into eternity.

About 25 years ago the Berbers were encouraged to cease their nomadic life, to build houses and 

farm the strips of fertile ground.

We started to see a lot of Berber men on donkeys bringing their supplies back home for their wives. 

We also saw women using donkeys to haul water. The donkeys had panniers made from used tires to

contain the water. Once home, the women pour the water into terra cotta pots to keep it cool.

The outskirts of Marrakech are flat and featureless. We started to see blocks of condos that go for 

about 20,000 Euros.

Then we were into course golf courses, built for the tourists. Marrakech is the capital of tourism in 

Morocco.

Marrakech, with a population of one million, is split into four sections. First, the old Medina, second

the French Quarter, third the area built in the 1980s and fourth the area that started in 2003. 

Marrakech lies between the High Atlas and the Moyen Atlas mountains.
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At 16:00 we departed on a shopping run for silver, trinkets and wine. The silver store was reasonable

and several women made purchases. The department store was a real mish-mash. I could not even 

find a T shirt. The wine store was a disaster. No prices were posted and all bottles were in glass 

covered cabinets. No way was I going to barter for wine. No sale.

At 19:00 we went out for the optional dinner. First we walked around the noisy square. Then we 

went into the restaurant right on the square. It was a forgettable meal. The we had noisy 

entertainment culminating in belly dancing. Been there, done that.

I was very happy to get into bed at 22:30 hrs.
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